The ClearAdvantage® Program for Business Associates
Transform Your HIPAA Compliance and Cybersecurity
Programs From a Liability into a Competitive Advantage

More than 40M Americans
affected by cyberattacks in
2019, the majority of which
were caused by a business
associate’s data breach

Ransomware at an all-time
high, and data breaches
predicted to cost healthcare
$4 billion in 2020.

In the wake of recent high-profile breaches, the
information privacy and security practices of business
associates working in healthcare are in the spotlight
like never before. Health systems and other healthcare
providers are holding their vendors to increasingly
stringent cybersecurity and HIPAA compliance standards
given the significant risk they face as they share a
growing amount of protected health information with
third parties.
Business associates that can demonstrate they have a
strong cyber risk management program in place gain
a distinct competitive advantage over other vendors
seeking to partner with covered entities.
As the leading provider of Enterprise Cyber Risk
Management software and services to health systems
and hospitals, Clearwater has deep understanding of
their information security needs and requirements.
Drawing on that experience, Clearwater has developed
The ClearAdvantage® Program for Business Associates,
which enables you to quickly implement a cost-effective,
best-in-class Cyber Risk Management and HIPAA
Compliance program that appropriately secures your
organization and meets the standards your healthcare
clients demand and deserve.

The ClearAdvantage® Program for Business Associates
Clearwater’s team of HIPAA
compliance and cybersecurity
experts leverages our
proven methodologies and
best practices to efficiently
establish, implement and
mature a robust program that
includes:

Leadership from an experienced
Virtual Chief Information Security
Officer and/or Chief Privacy Officer
where needed
Establishing a risk management and
governance program

Our offering also includes program management by a designated Project
Manager, Quarterly Executive Updates, and support when completing security
assessment questionnaires from prospective healthcare clients.
In addition, Clearwater’s IRM|Pro® Enterprise Cyber Risk Management Software
provides an out-of-the-box platform for conducting a NIST-based, OCR-Quality®
Risk Analysis and managing the ongoing treatment of identified risks. The
software also assists with assessing and remediating the efficacy of your HIPAA
compliance program.
Your clients will be confident in your firm, knowing it has adopted the industryleading software suite for Cyber Risk Management and HIPAA Compliance.
The ClearAdvantage Program for Business Associates program provides all of
the elements you need to distinguish yourself as a leader in keeping protected
health information secure.
It’s why companies with major healthcare industry growth plans like Uber, Lyft,
and Digital Reasoning have partnered with us to build and mature an effective
Cyber Risk Management and HIPAA Compliance program.

HIPAA policy and procedure
development and workforce training
Annual security risk analyses and
compliance assessments
Ongoing compliance gap and risk
remediation
Quarterly Vulnerability Scans and
Reporting
Annual penetration testing
Managing risks present in sharing
information with other third parties

Additional Program Benefits:
Program management by a
designated Project Manager

Quarterly Executive Updates

Support when completing security
assessment questionnaires from
prospective healthcare clients
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“The ability to convey trust is a bar we have to
clear before a healthcare provider considers doing
business with us. Having Clearwater as our cyber
risk and compliance partner makes it much easier
to achieve that right off the bat.”
Chris Cashwell, Vice President and General Manager of the Healthcare
division of Digital Reasoning a leading provider of artificial intelligence
technology that supports the improvement of care processes

Clearwater’s IRM|Pro® Enterprise Cyber Risk
Management Software provides an out-of-the-box
platform for conducting a NIST-based, OCR-Quality®
Risk Analysis and managing the ongoing treatment of
identified risks.
See what Clearwater can do for you.
800-704-3394 | clearwatercompliance.com

